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APM Hexseal
SEELSKREWS secure
night vision

Request Boot
Samples

Whether operating on the ground,
in high altitudes, or under high
pressure submersible conditions,
manufacturers know that night
vision goggles not only have to be
reliably sealed, they need to be
fieldmaintenance friendly. That is
why leading equipment manufacturers chose APM's high
pressure selfsealing SEELSKREW® .The patented ORing
embedded design of the SEELSKREW is captured under the
head in an asymmetrical groove providing perfect metalto
metal contact between fixtures. It is reusable, resistant to
vibration and won't degrade from exposure to cleaning
chemicals, dirt, dust, gas or extreme heat nor arctic
temperatures. APM Hexseal SEELSKREW® outperforms
expectations in even the harshest environments.

APM Hexseal gives you
options for your sealing
operations

Request Fasteners

The APM line of highpressure,
reusable, selfsealing fasteners
includes selfsealing screws, self
sealing nuts, selfsealing bolts,
selfsealing rivets, and self
sealing washers, all designed with
APM's patented protection to seal in or out: air, water,
lubricants and other liquid or gaseous contaminants. Available
in imperial and metric sizes with many other options. APM
Hexseal has the solution to sealing in any environment.
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APM Hexseal has the answer to your
sealing problem

Watch All Videos

The APM SEELSKREW® is the original self
sealing screw designed and patented by APM.
The selfsealing screws are designed to seal
out air, water, lubricants and other liquid or
gaseous contaminants. They are available in
many standard thread sizes and with optional
sealing materials. When vibration is an issue,
our selfsealing screws can also be supplied
with either selflocking pellets, strips or
patches, black oxide, painted heads, or in a captivated
(KAPTOSKREW®) configuration.

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!

Download Literature
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